Obedience Competition
Judge Mrs Linda Scanlon

Novice B.

1 - HT - 187.5 GCH CH FRED CD BN RE SE CA.
RN229826/02. 08/20/2011. Dog. Border Terriers. Breeder:


Veterans.
1 - 196.5 CH SUNKIST SHE'LL BE POISE N IVY UD BN

2 - 184.5 CH SUNKIST SOMETIMES IT TAKES TWO TD
PCD CD RA SE. RN227926/02. 06/18/2011. Dog. Border Terriers. Breeder:
Arliss Johnson & Harriet Haydon. By Ch Sunkist Sweet Music Man ME-Ch Sunkist She'll Be Poise N Ivy UD JE. Owner: Diane Thomson.

3 - 179.0 GCH CH MACH2 HILLCROFT TYNESIDE
Geralyn Hill & Jane Worstell. By Gch Ch Tyneside True Grit CDX;
PUTD VER RAE PAX. RN064458/01. Owner: Cyndi Olson. Owner: Leslie Sprando & L Looper.

Team
1 - 632.0 CH SUNKIST SHE'LL BE POISE N IVY UD BN

2 - 188.5 GCH CH SUNKIST SHE'LL BE POISE N IVY UD BN
Veterans.

1 - 196.5 CH SUNKIST SHE'LL BE POISE N IVY UD BN
Unanimous Veterans.

1 - 193.5 CH DANBY'S DOCHAS JE.
RN272148/02. 09/30/2014. Bitch. Border Terriers. Breeder:

2 - 189.5 CH DANBY'S TREK JE. RN272148/03. 09/30/2014. Dog. Border Terriers. Breeder:

Beginner Novice A

1 - 198.0 GLEN ECHO LADY BUG CGC CGCA RN BN.
RN126572/06. 09/16/2006. Bitch. Border Terriers. Breeder:

2 - 191.5 GCHB CH GUSTO BEAUTIFUL THING RN OA
MJP OFP TK. RN260353/02. 11/05/2013. Bitch. Border Terriers. Breeder:
Cathrine C DePriest & Charlotte & Gordon Ware. By Gch Ch Ottermask Prime Suspect At Charbo-Ch Tilted Kilt Blues At Sunrise JE. Owner: Martha Park.

Beginner Novice B.

1 - 198.0 GLEN ECHO LADY BUG CGC CGCA RN BN.
RN126572/06. 09/16/2006. Bitch. Border Terriers. Breeder:

2 - 191.5 GCHB CH GUSTO BEAUTIFUL THING RN OA
OAJ ME. RN256383/01. 07/26/2013. Bitch. Border Terriers. Breeder:
Cynthia Olson & Karen E Fitzpatrick. By CH Tyrolian Talk Of The Town-GCHB CH Meadowlake Sharp Dressed Girl RN MX MJX M. Owner: Cyndi Olson.

3 - 186.0 AUDACIOUS LLWYNOG
CHASEROKILOREGGAN TKN CA.
RN295455/03. 06/03/2016. Dog. Border Terriers. Breeder:

4 - 184.0 CH HERTSANG ALL THAT JAZZ RN NA AJ
JE. RN248360/02. 12/05/2012. Bitch. Border Terriers. Breeder: